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B

E S I D E S such propositions as those mathematical or factual
statements upon whieli men easily enough come to agrée, there
are others which have been and continue to be the object of lasting
debate. The debate is broken off from time to time, for want of
participants, but seldom reaches an end based on a satisfactory
agreement.
To explain this state of affairs, there are two classic approaches :
the first supposing that the lack of agreement is due to some imperfection, confusion, or imprécision in the manner of formulating
the problems; the second endeavoring to explain the discord of
those supporting divergent opinions as being due to the intervention of some irrational élément—spécial interests, passions, or other
éléments of a subjective character. For the rationalists, the lack
of agreement stems from a technical defect, from the absence of a
good method of conveying our thoughts ; which implies that every
problem is amenable, at least in principle, to a rational solution.
Those who believe, on the contrary, that such a solution is not always possible, because of the irrational éléments which intervene
in the controversy, are led to establish a distinction between two
kinds of enuneiations : judgments of reality, upon which a gênerai
agreement is possible, and judgments of value, upon which such an
agreement cannot be hoped for.
In this last perspective, any endeavor to construct a "logic of
judgments of value" must try to keep from being involved in the
éléments of irrationality, lest they interfère with that logic which it
is its purpose to erect, or at least to consider them as a constant, fixed
by hypothesis. In the first case, one détermines how far the common
deduetive schemata apply to judgments which cannot be considered
as either true or false. In the second case, the problem consists
in the détermination of the value that has to be attributed to the
means of realizing final values, which one supposes to be constant,
and of the measure to which the causal link may bestow on the
cause a part of the value eoneeded to the efiEect. But the whole
method implies, by hypothesis, an agreement on ail the items
under examination; and so ail the difficulties seem to be magically
eliminated.
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supposing, a priori, that such reasoning conforms to the modes
furnished by mathematical démonstration, or even by the inductive method. That which we, loosely enough, eall the exercise of
our reasoning faeulties, is certainly not limited to the application
of the deductive schemata of formai logic or even to the application
of the rules of the inductive method. Actually, to reason is not
only to demonstrate, it is also to deliberate and to argue. Our
reasoning about values is essentially a process of argumentation.
It occurs in the case of weighing for one's self the pros and the
cons of a proposai, i.e., in intimate délibération ; it occurs in the
case of an attempt to persuade others; it occurs when we reason
in àbstracto, that is to say, when we try to convince everybody. That is the reason why, from our point of view, the manner
in which we apply reason to values—I would even say the idea
which we may have about values—cannot be understood without
a gênerai theory of argumentation.
An argument, contrary to a formai démonstration, is never compulsive—there is always something to say in favor of the opposite
thesis. We cannot imagine two mathematieians starting out from
the same cohérent axiomatic system, with one demonstrating a
theorem and the other its négation. But we can perfectly well
conceive the possibility of two men of good faith arguing on
opposing sides of a thesis, without either of them having the assurance of convincing the other. And the judge, who is bound
to make a décision after hearing both parties, will very seldom
arrive at it solely through expérience or through a ealculation
which could be effeetuated or controlled by a mechanical deviee.
In fact, ratiocination about values is much more like a juridical
argument than like a mathematical déduction, even if we take
due account of the aspects in which it differs from the former.
Indeed, in juridical argument, which strives to détermine in what
manner a légal system ought to be applied to a concrète situation,
we have to find the reasons which can make one interprétation of
the law seem to be the better one; but the law itself is imposed
upon the parties: the only thing they can do is to argue against
the rightness of its application. From this point of view, the
juridical system resembles an axiomatic one, which provides the
framework of ratiocination. There is, however, one fundamental
différence : an axiomatic system is supposed to be unambiguous, an
assumption which éliminâtes from the deductive technique every
problem of interprétation ; whereas, in the courts, the major problems arise from the obligation of the judge to interpret the law in
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order to be able to apply it to new situations not foreseen by the
legislator. If the law were perfectly unambiguous, no cause •would
be pleaded on juridical grounds; the whole controversy would
concern only the détermination of facts.
When argument is not about the interprétation of texts, as it
is in law or in theology, the first problem is to tie our reasoning
to some thèses admitted by those to whom we address ourselves:
the arguments must be adapted to the audience. I t is not sufficient that the starting point be considered as true by the speaker ;
for, if the listeners do not admit that it is true, they might judge
that the whole argument is built on a petitio principii, a begging
of the question. The petitio principii, whieh has been considered
for centuries as a fault in logic, is a fault in argument ; for, if logic
is reduced to a déduction starting from axioms previously enumerated, one cannot understand what meaning could be attributed
in logic to the petitio principii. On the other hand, the adhérence
of minds, whieh is the starting point and the end of every argument, occurs with variable intensity. To increase the intensity
of adhérence is most important, because the thèses to whieh we
adhère may be in conflict, in concrète situations ; it is for the most
part in order to solve sueh conflicts, to orient our choices, to justify
our préférences, that reeourse to délibération and to argument will
take place.
Let us take a simple case, the one of the child that has been
taught not to lie, and to obey its parents: what will it do if its
father instructs it, in a particular situation, to tell a lie? Différent solutions are possible; they will consist either in showing the
superiority of one of the incompatible thèses, or in their remolding. The outcome of the conflict cannot be foreseen with certainty,
for deliberative and argumentative logic does not face us with the
rigidity of deductive logic; the proofs are not as compelling hère
as in formai logic ; they rather recall to mind those proofs whieh
Aristotle calls dialectic proofs in his Topics, and whieh are used
both in the discussion of first principles and in every attempt to
persuade by argument. Let us note, referring to this, that there
is an undeniable relationship between the theory and the practice
of argument and rhetoric, as it was conceived by the Aneients.^
In Greeo-Roman antiquity rhetoric was the art of speaking in
public in a persuasive manner. If our attention is centered on
argument itself and not on the manner in whieh it is communieated
by speech or by print, and if, on the other hand, we do not limit
1 Cf. Chaim Perelman and L. Olbrechts Tyteca, Rhétorique et Philosophie
—Pour une théorie de l'argumentation, Paris, Presses Universitaires de France,
1952.
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the audience (that is, those we try to convince) to an ignorant mob
gathered in the marketplace, but conceive the possibility of an
infinité variety of audiences—starting from anyone who délibérâtes
in secret up to the concrète universality (that is, the whole of
mankind) sueh as we conceive it,—one sees that the rhetoric of the
Ancients is a most spécial case with which our theory of argument
will have to deal. What is essential in both conceptions is the
notion of audience, which keeps us from forgetting that the matter
at issue is to gain the adhérence of minds.
But efficaeiousness is not the sole measure of the value of an
argument, for one may conceive that the argument which is most
efBcacious for an ignorant public might be deemed eontemptible
by the philosopher. So there is another élément with which we
shall have to reckon: it is the quality of the audience to which
our speech is directed. To conceive an argument as objectively
valid, it is sufficient to imagine, as Plato did in the Phaedrus, an
argument capable of "eonvincing the Gods themselves." The most
perfect human audience we imagine will be formed by reasonable
human beings and will have to be incarnated in a model eonsisting
of one being or a certain group of beings. To address such an
audience, we could make use only of values which we consider
universal, for we would assume that they would be admitted by
this model-audience. So we might eall " r a t i o n a l " every argument which follows, in the field of persuasion, Kant's categorical
imperative, because it claims to make a case only for arguments
which would be valid for a universal audience.
Universal values, insofar as they are abstract, such as justice,
have most often the defect of being vague : their use, however, must
assume that they be précise, and this can seldom be achieved while
avoiding an arbitrary détermination. On the other hand, if we
take our stand on a concrète value, such as a partieular being or a
group of beings, it is important to show its universality—^whence
the importance in argument of sueh ideas as that of God or of the
human race. But the way in which such a value is conceived may,
once again, give rise to discussion. When the problem is to state
with précision the meaning attached to the values in question, one
finds very often the opposition " appearance-reality. " One will
put in opposition to a seeming liberty, a seeming justice, or a seeming democracy (which will also be called "false, " "illusory, "
" v e r b a l , " " f o r m a i , " or "légal") the real liberty, the real justice.
The partieular aspects to be retained or discarded in a concept
referring to a positive or négative value will be the object of a
décision, whose justification can be supplied only by argument.
This justification will resort to argumentative schemata which
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were hitherto not integrated in a logic of judgments of value, because, under the influence of utilitarianism, the scope of that logic
was limited arbitrarily to the study of the relation, " means-end, "
although, in fact, no real argument about values can do without
them. "We can only point to some of those argumentative processes by way of example.^
Among the argumentative schemata, let us note first those which
Aristotle has analyzed in the Topics and which are called "commonplaces": superiority of what is more lasting, what has more uses,
what is more normal, what serves the greater number, what is a
principle or condition, what is more gênerai, or includes as a
spécial case that to which it is compared. To thèse topics, which
have a quantitative, classical, rationalistic turn, could be opposed
others which belong to a qualitative, romantic, irrationalistic point
of view, such as topics of the unique, the singular (peculiar), the
precarious, the irrémédiable. Other schemata spring from the relationships existing between admitted positive or négative values
and the values which one attempts to promote. Sometimes the
relationships are those of means or obstacles ; sometimes they spring
from the fact that one value has or has not been sacrificed to
another. The importance of the précèdent in judicial proceedings
cornes from bringing together a new situation with one whose value
has been formerly recognized.
The argument by model or by anti-model, that is, pointing to a
being which we must try to resemble or from which we must, at
ail costs, differ, détermines conduct as well as judgments. I t is in
this context that the argument from authority must be inserted, by
which one tries to transfer the authority owned by a being to the
judgments he may have uttered; one can see the tremendous importance of the human and social models (the utopias, for example) to which a given society refers. A great rôle is played in
argument by the admitted hiérarchies (men—animais, gods—^men,
adults—children, nobles—villains, freemen—slaves) ; by making
use of the relationships existing between the persons and their acts
one comes to put those acts in a hierarchical order consonant with
the hierarchy of beings. This argument, which we will call
"double hierarchy," can be used in ail cases where there exists
a relationship similar to that which we establish between a person
and his acts : relationship between a group and its members, between a style and works of art, between an epoeh and the events
or institutions which characterize it, and, generally, between the
substance and the acts which are its expression. The argument of
2 Cf. Chaim Perelman, ' ' Eéflexions sur la justice, ' ' Eevue de l'Institut de
Sociologie, Bruxelles, 1951, 2.
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double hierarchy is a particular form of the argument by analogy,
in whieh the relation between the terms " A " and " B " is used to
speeify the relation between terms " C " and " D " ; sometimes the
analogy has only three différent terms, " B " and " C " being
rendered identical; sometimes the term " D " is unknown and the
analogy should reveal it.
The expérimental and analytieal study of ail the means of
argument used in reasoning about values, which has been so dreadfuUy negleeted in modem times, and some aspects of which were
examined in the treatises of rhetoric and the Topics of the Ancients,
deserves a renewed attention. It is this study which will enable us
to evolve a conception of reason which would not be limited to the
structures recognized by formai logic. Besides démonstrative and
calculating reason, there exists a reason that délibérâtes and argues.
Without a broadened vision of reason, which would enable us to
understand what is meant by deciding and making an enlightened
choice, a rational concept of liberty and human responsibility remains impossible. Besides the Cartesian conception of liberty,
adhérence to évidence, there is room for a concept of liberty-responsibility where, being face to face with arguments pro and con,
neither of which is compelling, we décide that one side has more
weight, and in doing so we take a final step. This liberty is the one
of the man in action, of the judge in the law court, which entails
an individual responsibility.
This broadening of our concept of reason, which no longer
limits the rational to the analytieal, opens a new field of study to
the investigations of the logicians; it is the field of those reasons
which, according to Pascal and according to contemporary logicians,
reason does not know.
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David Hume was once described by an eye-witness in the following terms:
The Powers of Physiognomy -were baffled by his Countenance, neither cou'd
the most sldlful in that Science prétend to discover the smallest Trace of
the Faculties of his Mind in the unmeaning Peatures of his Visage. His Paca
was broad and fat, his Mouth wide, and without any other Expression than
that of Imbecility. His eyes vacant and spiritless, and the Corpulence of his

